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Mile End
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Abstract Research onLGBTQneighbourhood formation in the urbanWest suggests
that new patterns of community and identity are reshaping the queer inner-city and its
geographies.As gay village districts “decline” or are “de-gayed” and newgenerations
“dis-identify” with the urban ideals that once informed their production, LGBTQ
subcultures are producing varied alternatives in other inner-city neighbourhoods.
Beyond the contours of ethno-racialization and social class, generational interpre-
tations of LGBTQ urbanism—subcultural ideals regarding the relationship between
sexual and gender identity and its expression in urban space—are central to the
production of such new inner-city LGBTQ subcultural sites. This chapter provides
a qualitative case study Montréal’s of Mile End, an inner-city neighbourhood that,
by the early 2010s, was touted as the centre of the city’s emerging queer subculture.
Drawing on a sample of young-adult (22 to 30 years) LGBTQ-identifiedMile Enders
(n= 40), it examines generational shifts in perceptions of sexual and gender identity,
queer community and neighbourhoods. The chapter concludes with a discussion of
the implications of queer Mile End for theorizing the contemporary queer inner-city.

Keywords Montréal · Quebec · Canada · Generations · Generational change ·
LGBTQ identity · Gay neighborhoods

13.1 Introduction

In 2011, theMontréal mainstreammedia began announcing changes to local LGBTQ
(lesbian, gay, bisexual, trans andqueer) geographies.Oneheadline read, “Thegay and
lesbian community is no longer confined to the gay village” (Bélisle 2011) (author’s
translation). According to the article, Montréal was exhibiting “a new openness” to
LGBTQ visibility, proof of which was an increase in small rainbow flags appearing
in the windows of businesses throughout the metropolitan area. Signs of an LGBTQ
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presence were especially notable in Mile End, an inner-city neighbourhood under-
going culture-led development, gentrification and increased “place-making” by a new
generation of queer-identified young adults (Fig. 13.1). “Queer Mile End” began to
receive media coverage and was promoted as the city’s new queer neighbourhood.
The national LGBTQ publication Xtra! titled an article on Mile End “Out of the
Montréal Village and into the world” (McCarthy 2011) suggesting that it repre-
sented the liberation of LGBTQ populations from the sexual “ghetto” of the city’s
gay village [theVillage]. But the press also implied that therewas an important differ-
ence between the queerMile End subculture and themoremainstreamLGBTQ space
of the Village. The lesbian publication Entre elles pronounced “The Mile End, the
heart of queer life” (Giraud 2011) (author’s translation). The press further linkedMile

Fig. 13.1 Map of Mile-End and other eastern inner-city Montreal neighbourhoods (Source Map
by Author)
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End’s young queer subculture to its well-established reputation for hipsters, foodie
restaurants and the city’s alternative music scene. Xtra!, for example, proclaimed
that Mile End distinctively combined “a dash of gay and hip” (Wallberg 2012).

The emergence of new and alternate LGBTQ inner-city neighbourhoods that
queer Mile End represents is not unique. From Paris to Sydney, research over the
past decades shows a decline, de-gaying, displacement and disidentification with
gay villages throughout the urban West (Brown 2014; Collins 2004; Collins and
Drinkwater 2017; Doan and Higgins 2011; Ghaziani 2014; Giraud 2014; Gorman-
Murray and Nash 2017; Nash and Gorman-Murray 2014; Ruting 2008). A corre-
sponding decentralization of same-sex households to other inner-city and towards
suburban areas is increasingly demonstrated by macro-scale studies (Compton and
Baumle 2012; Goldie 2018; Forrest et al. 2019; Hayslett and Kane 2011; Smart
and Whittemore 2017; Spring 2013). As Ghaziani (2019: 7) proposes, today’s
LGBTQ urban geographies form “cultural archipelagos,” interconnected “clusters
for specific subgroups” in more peripheral inner-city and inner-suburban areas.
Qualitative case studies detail the varied places in the LGBTQ urban archipelago
through the place-based specificities of outer boroughs such as New York City’s
Queens or Brooklyn (Gieseking 2016; Martinez 2015), Sydney, Australia’s New
Town inner suburb (Gorman-Murray andWaitt 2009) and alternative inner-city areas
such as London, England’s “cosmopolitan post-gay Spitalfields” (Brown 2006), or
in Toronto, Canada’s Parkdale neighbourhood (Nash 2013a, b). Gorman-Murray
andWaitt (2009) characterize such alternatives to the gay village as “queer-friendly”
neighbourhoods, areas where a queer presence, while not dominant, is apparent and
welcome. Akin to Brown-Saracino’s (2011: 361) “ambient community,” such neigh-
bourhoods provide a sense of “belonging and connection” shaped through interac-
tions “among heterogeneous proximate individuals” that share similar dispositions,
tastes and activities across sexual differences.

This chapter extends this literature through a case study of Montréal’s queer Mile
End from the perspective of the LGBTQ young adults that shaped and participated
in its subculture in the 2010s. Drawing on interviews with young LGBTQ-identified
adults (under 30 years of age) (n= 40)who lived inMile End and adjacent neighbour-
hoods in 2013, it examines the building of a distinctively queer generational habitus
within Montréal’s inner-city. It is argued that queer subcultural districts such as Mile
End represent a spatial shift far beyond the gay village: less a diffuse dispersal of
LGBTQ residents from gay villages, they are formed through a generational rejection
of established versions of LGBTQ urbanism—subcultural ideals regarding the rela-
tionship between sexual and gender identity and its expression in urban space. These
generational shifts in understandings of LGBTQ identity, community and neigh-
bourhood potentially offer insight into the greying of gay villages (Bitterman and
Hess 2016) as some young adult subcultures “disidentify” with gay village spaces
and explicitly create and promote alternatives (Nash 2013a, b). Mile End’s young,
queer-identified subculture reproduces a distinct queer habitus, a set of class-based
dispositions that shape aesthetic ideals and afford cultural capital (Bourdieu 1991).
Applied to urbanism, this habitus rejects the rainbow flag commercial visibility and
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gender binary definitions of sexuality in the gay village while promoting a subter-
raneanqueer ideal that values anti-normativegender and sexual identities, community
inclusion and urban diversity. The chapter’s conclusion reflects on the specificities
of queer Mile End’s class, age and linguistic formulation, and considers the insights
that this LGBTQ cluster offers to the study of queer-friendly neighbourhoods.

13.2 Methodology

The research profiled in this chapter is drawn from a larger project on Queer Mile
End that used snowball sampling and in-depth qualitative interviewing to access
and understand the subculture’s perceptions and experiences (Atkinson and Flint
2001). The interviews were conducted by a team of four LGBTQ-identified grad-
uate students (two trans-men, one queer woman and one gay man) who developed
the sample through their personal networks. The interviews were conducted in 2013
when the student researchers were between 23 and 32 years of age and either living in
or frequenting the queer spaces in Mile End. Due to their involvement with the queer
Mile End subculture, they were enlisted to define the neighbourhood and develop
the questionnaire. Forty qualitative interviews of approximately one hour in length
were conducted and transcribed. Participants also completed a socio-demographic
profile self-identifying their sexual, gender, ethnic, racial, linguistic and social-class
affiliations as well as their regional and national origins. The interviews addressed
their identities, migration trajectories and neighbourhood histories; perceptions of
other LGBTQ generations,Montréal LGBTQ scenes and neighbourhoods; and expe-
riences of the gay village and Mile End neighbourhoods. Participants were asked to
describe Mile End, its queer scene and spaces, and to discuss its queer-friendly
characteristics.

Snowball sampling mitigated problems of recruiting a younger “hidden” subcul-
ture for the primary researcher (aged 47 years in 2013) (Browne 2005), but the
“double insider status” of the field researchers produced a remarkably homoge-
neous sample (Adriansen and Madsen 2009) in terms of social class, language,
“race”, occupation and nationality. The age range of the sample was between 22
and 30 years with an average of 26.2 years. Most participants identified as white
(70.0%), raised in middle/upper-middle-class households (57.5%) elsewhere within
Canada (60.0%), speaking English as their primary language (90.0%) and attending
university or having recently completed a university degree (90.0%). The sample was
more heterogeneous in its sexual and gender identities, ethnicities and geographical
origins. Only 22.5% were raised in Montréal, the majority having migrated from
cities and towns across Canada (50.0%). Within the parameters of contemporary
queer subcultures, their definitions of gender and sexual identity were wide-ranging.
The next two sections analyze queer identity and urbanism from the perspective of
youngMileEnders beginningwith an exploration of their sexual and gender identities
followed by perceptions of Montréal’s gay village and Mile End neighbourhoods.
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13.3 Generation Queer

Queer cultural and LGBTQ youth studies note generational shifts in LGBTQ identity
and youthful innovation and fluidity regarding gender and sexual identities (Driver
2008; Halberstam 2003; Plummer 2010). Regardless of how they personally iden-
tified, Queer Mile Enders were aware of queer politics which had reemerged in
Montréal in the early 2000s (Hogan2005) andwas linguistically imported intoFrench
around 2010 (Laprade 2014). The profile data revealed the participants’ distinct
patterns of the gender and sexual identities (Table 13.1). In terms of gender, the
largest group identified as “women” or “female” (47.5%) followed by “men” or
“male” (37.5%), “genderqueer” (androgynous, genderqueer, neutral or non-binary)
(12.5%) and trans (trans, transgender and transsexual) (2.5%). In terms of sexuality,
the majority identified as queer (57.5%) while the rest were divided between those
who exclusively identified as lesbian, gay or bisexual (22.5%) and those who iden-
tified as “queer” and lesbian, gay or bisexual (17.5%). When cross tabulated, these
statistics revealed that those who identified as “women”, “genderqueer” or “trans”
were the most likely to identify sexually as “queer”; those identifying as men were
less likely to identify with queer (53.3% did not) primarily choosing a gender binary
sexual identities such as gay, MSM (men who have sex with men but do not identify
as gay) or bisexual.

This gender difference in sexual identity was also reflected in the qualitative
interviews. Few participants who identified as gay men also identified as queer
(33.3%) while a majority of those who identified as women, described their sexu-
ality as “queer” (73.9%). However, as this quote from Ève reveals, the links between
gender and sexuality for women-identified participants were complex:

Table 13.1 Self-identified categories of sexual orientation and gender identity

Woman,
Female,
Feminine

Man, Male,
Masculine

Trans,
Transgender,
Transsexual

Androgynous,
Genderqueer,
Neutral

Total

Exclusively
queer

17
89.5%
73.9%

1
6.7%
4.3%

1
100.0%
4.3%

4
80.0%
17.4%

23
(57.5%)
100.0%

Exclusively lesbian,
gay or bisexual

1
5.2%
11.1%

8
53.3%
88.9%

0
0.0%
0.0%

0
0.0%
0.0%

9 (22.5%)
100.0%

Queer and lesbian,
gay or bisexual

1
5.2%
14.2%

5
33.3%
71.4%

0
0.0%
0.0%

1
20.0%
14.3%

7 (17.5%)
100.0%

Questioning 0
0.0%
0.0%

1
6.7%
100.0%

0
0.0%
0.0%

0
0.0%
0.0%

1 (2.5%)
100.0%

Total 19 (47.5%)
100.0%

15 (37.5%)
100.0%

1 (2.5%)
100.0%

5 (12.5%)
100.0%

40
(100.0%)
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Well, a woman because it is my sex and that is completely fine with me. A lesbian. I would
say queer, but right now, I don’t feel like I’m part of the queer community in Montréal
because the queer community around me is more Anglophone and sometimes I feel like I
don’t really connect with queer Anglophones. I sometimes feel like I’m not included like
I do with other lesbians that I know who are Francophones. They might say that they are
queer too, but I feel more like a lesbian, but not like the lesbians in the Village who like to
play hockey. I don’t feel like I connect with them either. I would say I am between queer
and lesbian. (Ève, Francophone, woman, queer/lesbian, 26 years)

As this quotation illustrates, the idea of “queer” identity is strongly associated by
Francophones (78.4% of the Montréal population in 2016) with Anglo-American
LGBTQ culture. Moreover, Ève describes a binary between sexual identity, language
and urban space where the Mile End is the domain of young queer Anglophones and
the Village is the territory of older Francophone gays and lesbians.

Since queer was such an important form of identification, participants were asked
what it means to them. Many said that they identified with its power to contest
heteropatriarchal norms. For Rudy, queer permits the integration of diverse sexual
practices (including polyamory and pansexuality) with gender diversity (such as
genderqueer or non-binary), but its power also lies in its opposition to norms: “Well,
I feel like my sexuality can generally be described in opposition to hetero-dominant
norms” (Rudy, Anglophone, genderqueer, queer, 30 years). Savannah made a similar
argument regarding why she identifies as queer:

Queer signifies for me my own relationship with my gender identity which is more fluid than
those I know who aren’t queer. So, I think that my identity as queer is in some ways a form
of alterity. (Savannah, Anglophone/Francophone, woman, queer, 22 years)

A desire for a term representing amore fluid sexual identity was another reason given
for identifying with queer rather than lesbian or gay. This was particularly the case
for those who also identified as women. The power of queer’s fluidity was evident
in Jo’s reflections on her public identity presentation:

I say I am a lesbian to people because that’s what they know of sexuality. Either you are a
straight or a gay. So, to them, I’m gay, but I don’t identify as gay. I identify as queer, where
my sexuality is constantly in rethink. (Jo, Francophone, woman, queer, 30 years)

The second major reason for choosing queer was its inclusivity of varied gender
identities.Mer said: “… for the last 13/12 years ofmy life I identified as a lesbian/gay,
but for the last couple of years… I’d love to say I am a queer because I feel it’s a more
inclusive term” (Mer, Francophone, woman, queer/lesbian, 30 years). In contrast, the
category lesbian was especially unpopular (only chosen by 10.4%) because it was
perceived as creating essentialist boundaries of gender around sexuality, producing
exclusions for trans people, but also for those who practiced polyamory, or who
identified as genderqueer or pansexual.

Many participants distinguished between queer and gay and lesbian identities
in intergenerational terms. When asked how their generation differs from previous
ones, many said that older generations do not understand nor identify with the word
queer:
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Older people don’t even know the word queer. Well, they know what queer means, but they
don’t know. They’d rather call themselves gay, you know, bisexual, lesbian… Some of them
do have a lot of queer politics, but don’t have the words for it. (Rue, Anglophone, man, queer,
25 years)

Older LGBTQswere depicted not only as beingmore comfortablewith binary config-
urations of gender, but also as being more invested in these categories to define them-
selves (i.e. as gays and lesbians or as trans-men and -women). Horatio echoed this
sentiment regarding older trans women:

There’s a lot of older trans women I know …, they have different idea of gender than I do
and it’s kind of a clash … they’re very into like if you’re a boy or girl and for them being a
woman is really important and good for them. But for me I don’t really identify that way.
(Horatio, Anglophone, transfeminine, queer, 28 years)

Alexandra represented these differences regarding gender identity as a specific
change initiated by her generation and even associates them with progress:

The main thing for me seems to be, just that we’re advancing more on gender stuff. So, it’s
both being more committed to being inclusive on trans issues and like, people who aren’t
trans being aware of the issues or trying to be allies and stuff. And also, femme visibility
is coming up too. So, that’s again around gender presentation. Yeah, just like less binary, I
think it’s getting less binary all the time. That’s really nice. (Alexandra, Anglophone, woman,
queer, 25 years)

13.4 Divergent LGBTQ Urbanisms

The queerMile End subculture defines itself through several interpretations of gender
and sexual identity including anti-normativity, sexual fluidity and non-binary gender.
It is also produced through generational contrasts with its predecessors. This section
compares queer Mile Enders’ perceptions of the gay village and Mile End to further
understand how this generational subculture is constructed relationally in urban space
by opposing two types of LGBTQ urbanism: (1) the fixed, gender-bound and visible
identities in the Village; and (2) the fluid and secondary sexual and gender identities
that are celebrated within the framework of neighbourhood diversity in Mile End.
While the questionnaire had many lines of inquiry regarding each neighbourhood,
the focus here is on responses regarding the identities associated with each neigh-
bourhood and the comparison of their meanings for LGBTQ identity, community
and spaces in Montréal.

13.4.1 The Gay Village

Montréal’s gay village lies on the eastern edge of Montréal’s downtown core. It
began to develop as both a gayborhood in the early 1980s and, by the mid-1990s,
was promoted as such by various levels of government and the media (Hinrichs
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2011). Its business improvement association has also played an important role in
promoting and branding the area with decorations such as the pink balls that hang
over its pedestrianized main street every summer (Podmore 2015) (Fig. 13.2). The
most “visible” LGBTQ space in the city, theVillagewas a common point of reference
for all participants whether they were describing their own residential histories or
intergenerational differences in the meaning of queer. However, the questionnaire
did have specific questions about perceptions and experiences of the Village. These
questions included how often, when and why participants frequented it, what they
liked and did not like about it, and who it was for. It is worth noting that most
participants reported that they “rarely” frequented the Village. Many also saw it as
a space from their past, a place they frequented when they were young or had first
arrived in Montréal. It was also associated with “coming-out” and early quests for
LGBTQ community.

Important themes emerged in response to the question “who is the gay village
for?” First, the participants unanimously identified it as a place for gay men. As
Alexandra observed: “Well, the Village seems to me to be pretty obviously centred
around gay cis-men… there are just a lot of stores and a lot of the bars and everything.
It’s very obviously catered to that market” (Alexandra, Anglophone, woman, queer,
25 years). Second, participants associated the village with older generations. Kyle
said: “I think it is for the older generation, I think that’s who keeps it going. Older
generations, 40s and50s, that’s the backboneof theVillage, not the younggeneration”
(Kyle, Anglophone, man, gay, 29 years). Third, most said that the Village was for
gender binary people. As Marie-Claire observed, the Village belongs to “… people

Fig. 13.2 Festivalization and pedestrianization ofMontreal’s gay village (Source Image byAuthor)
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who identify as gay, female or male, people who identify as being ‘born this way’”
(Marie-Claire, Francophone, woman, queer/lesbian, 30 years). Rue also made the
distinction between queers and gays and lesbians in the Village: “… the Village is
not for queer people. The Village is for gays and lesbians” (Rue, Anglophone, man,
queer, 25 years).

The Village was primarily seen as a site of homonormativity due to its white-
ness, police surveillance, commercialism and tourism. Homonormativity refers to
the assimilation of LGBTQ people into mainstream heterosexual society and the
promotion of a depoliticized LGBTQ culture that is anchored in consumption
(Duggan 2002). The following comments from three of the participants represent
this interpretation of the Village:

It just seems like it’s just a very different scene. I just have this image of being sort of like
either lesbians or gay men which is neither of the things that I identify as. It seems really
more commercialized… It seems sort of like the epitome of what white gay capitalist culture
is. (Tabatha, allophone, woman, queer, 28 years)

I mean, I guess there’s kind of like a dominant gay male culture that dominates that space.
That’s kind of my sense of it. It’s like a mainstream gay culture that is kind of ubiquitous
in at least Canada and the States and various other places. It’s just it’s a certain kind of
mainstream. It’s like if gay culture could be mainstream. It’s like this particular brand of gay
male culture that I find very normative in many ways. (Theo, Anglophone, man, queer/gay,
23 years)

I feel like the Village is friendly to a specific type of queer. Not only to a specific type of
queer, but a person who wouldn’t be as active or supportive of the queer movement. The
most predominant or visible members, or successful members of joining the hetero majority,
of being accepted by the hetero majority, is the Village. (Zachary, Anglophone, man, gay,
25 years)

Village homonormativity did not simply lead to disidentification but was further
underscored by a sense of exclusion. Indeed, the Village was often described as an
unwelcoming place for those that queer cultures perceive themselves as working to
include such as trans and genderqueer people, young queers and queers of colour.
For Rue, it was not only that the Village was primarily made in the image of gaymen,
but also that “… for female-identified people, like bars, I don’t know, it’s just not
very welcoming, you know? Like, definitely not very welcoming for trans people,
definitely not very welcoming for people who just like don’t fit in any sort of gender
box” (Rue, Anglophone, man, queer, 25 years). Confirming earlier work by Doan
(2007), trans participants voicedmixed feelings about theVillage. Although it houses
many trans community support and activist groups, participants expressed a sense
of exclusion and even feelings of hatred from gay men in the Village. For example,
Robin described it as a transphobic space:

As a trans-woman, I don’t like the Village that much… the only people who actually would
call me tranny or would feel like totally fine doing that would be like gay men in the Village,
and they would like shout it, you know? Whereas, … even for like transphobic dudes on the
streets, they wouldn’t think to call me that necessarily. (Robin, Anglophone, woman, queer,
28 years)

A sense of exclusion also stemmed from its commercialism and the ways that the
police survey its public spaces. Young, queer and alternative in appearance, queer
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Mile Enders are not a key clientele targeted by gay village entrepreneurs. Jean said:
“I’m just not welcomed there as someone who’s not a tourist and as someone who
looks probablymore like the homeless kids than like the rich suits whowant to like go
to the bathhouses, you know?” (Jean, Anglophone, genderqueer, queer, 26 years).
Queer women, on the other hand, were ambivalent about the Village’s commer-
cialism. They often said that there was nothing there to attract them because the
target market was gay men. While many went there occasionally, they noted that the
Village’s social order, revolving around hook ups and saunas, excluded anyone who
was not a cis-gendered gay man.

As Village outsiders, participants also saw this area as lacking a sense of commu-
nity and being rather too commercial and tourist oriented. Village commodification
of LGBTQ identities contrasted with the queer urban ideals that oppose commer-
cialism and value community-based productions of space. Thus, the Village was
contrasted with the more communal productions of queer spaces in Mile End. For
example, Rue said that the Village is “… kind of focused around money and less
so on community”. Comparing it to Mile End, he said that he would be surprised if
there was a pay-as-you-can or fundraiser event in the Village and drew the following
conclusion:

That area’s not about community and that’s like what I would definitely associate as a big
component of what queerness, in its political aspect, means to me is community, and that’s
why I never go down there because to me it’s like, you know, exactly what I said, it’s like
a bunch of ignorant straight cis people that just happen to have gay sex. (Rue, Anglophone,
man, queer, 25 years)

The tourist orientation of the Village was also repelled queer Mile Enders.
“Tourists”—LGBTQ tourists from elsewhere and non-LGBTQ consumers both local
and visiting—were considered integral to the Village’s commodification of LGBTQ
identities. Savannah even said that Village tourism transformed LGBTQ people into
a consumer spectacle:

I’d say the Village attracts LGBTQ tourists and also non-LGBTQ tourists. I feel like it’s one
of those things that’s still in tourism books and whatever as, like, “this is where the gays are.
You can come see the gays in their natural habitat.” (Savannah, Anglophone/Francophone,
woman, queer, 22 years)

Its commodification and tourist promotion also rendered theVillage “too accessible”,
suggesting that there was a lack of cultural capital associated with frequenting this
designated LGBTQ area. Auguste, for example, implied that the Village is “… basi-
cally more men-oriented and old people go there or people from outside of Montréal
who don’t know the community.Well, they do know it, but it’s more touristic”.When
asked to clarify, she said: “It’s more advertised… You go a little bit further into the
Mile End and Pop Montréal with all the artistic stuff … there’s another community,
it’s more underground” (August, Allophone, woman, lesbian, 22 years).
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13.4.2 Queer Mile End

Mile End is located two kilometers directly to the North of the Village. It was a
twentieth-century immigrant “gateway” community and is today celebrated for the
“cosmopolitanism”of its public spaces and as a centre of cultural production (Bedford
2015; Germain and Radice 2006; Rantisi and Leslie 2010). One of a few districts
with a historic concentration of lesbian households, it has housed the city’s few queer
commercial spaces (Royal Phoenix Bar and Le Cagibi Café) and been the centre
for ephemeral queer events. Thus, an LGBTQ presence in its main commercial
streetscapes has never been highly visible (Fig. 13.3). About 40% of the sample
lived within Mile End while another 50% lived in the two neighbourhoods on its
northern boundaries (Rosemont-Petite-Patrie and Parc-Extension) or to the East and
West of the area (Le PlateauMont-Royal and Outremont). Another 10% lived further
north in the Villeray District. While those who lived within Mile End’s boundaries
detailed their daily lives in the neighbourhood, all participants were asked about their
perceptions and experiences of the area as well as its queer-friendly attributes. For
those who lived slightly outside of its boundaries, it was the centre of their queer
subcultural lives, a zone that they frequented often and where they had dense social
networks.

To define the queer Mile End subculture more clearly, participants were asked to
describe whowas involved in its production. Their responses were extremely similar.

Fig. 13.3 Mile End commercial streetscape (Source Image by Author)
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First, queer Mile End was composed of young, white queers who were primarily
Anglophone and middle-to-upper-middle-class. As Ève described it:

I would say that it is basically Anglophone and young. It includes a lot of trans people…
It’s very artsy, like students and young professionals but not entrepreneurs… So, I wouldn’t
say it’s like high class, or rich kids, but their parents are rich, and they became queer or
whatever… . (Ève, Francophone, woman, queer/lesbian, 26 years) (author’s translation)

Jake also said that the queer scene in Mile End is “… very Anglo. I mean I know
like a lot of Anglo quote-unquote radical queers that live in this neighbourhood”
(Jake, Anglophone, transmasculine, bisexual, 26 years). He also observed that there
are “… a lot of like hipster music scene queers and art queers and whatever. Like,
just a very hip, Anglo, queer scene” (Jake, Anglophone, transmasculine, bisexual, 26
years). Second, like Jake, participants often spoke of the blurring of the boundaries
between queer and hipster. Ashley’s comments provide an example: “It’s sort of like
the hipster queer. It’s the cool queer. I don’t know. It’s trendy to be queer in the Mile
End” (Ashley, Allophone, woman, queer, 28 years). Thirdly, in contrast with the gay
men who predominate in the Village, they said that the queer Mile End community
was based in a community of queer women who were trans-inclusive. ForMer, queer
Mile End is “… mostly girls, females who have a non-normative sexuality. I’m not
going to call them lesbians because they wouldn’t identify necessarily as that, just
as queer” (Mer, Francophone, woman, queer/lesbian, 30 years). David made similar
observations:

I would say that there are more queer women and I would say trans people who identify as
genderqueer or as like non-gender binary in the Mile End than in the Village. There are defi-
nitely a lot of trans people in the Village, but usually people who identify differently and have
access to different types of analyses about trans-ness. (David, Anglophone/Francophone,
man, gay/queer, 23 years)

In summary, queerMile Endwas defined as the opposite of theVillage: it is young and
cool, one part queer and one part hipster; it is based in a community of queer women
who embrace trans-inclusion; it is predominantly Anglophone; and, according to
queer Mile Enders themselves, it is populated primarily by those with high levels of
education which brings elevated levels of social and cultural capital.

When asked if the Mile End is queer, most said yes, but with the caveat that it is
not exclusively queer because many populations make a place for themselves in this
neighbourhood. Those who replied affirmatively gave the following explanations:
(1) many young queers live in Mile End; (2) it is the primary location for queer
subcultural events (fundraiser parties and dances); and (3) it houses the city’s only
“queer” businesses (Cagibi Café and Phoenix Bar). Thus, Léo said:

I think in a general way yes, it is, because most of the queer events that I went to were located
in the Mile End. And I think that those people do a lot of things in that space. There are a
lot of queer-friendly spaces in the Mile End. So, I do believe in a general way that we could
say that. (Léo, Allophone, man, gay, 26 years)

Sukie was more hesitant, refusing to state that the neighbourhood itself is queer. She
stated, “I guess so? A lot of queer people live there. I guess it is queerish, where
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the most queer people live, ish. But, is it itself queer? I don’t think so” (Sukie,
Francophone, woman, gay/queer, 23 years). Many participants subscribed to this
interpretation of Mile End as a shared neighbourhood that is diverse and inclusive.
According to Marc:

I’d say that it’s a queerer neighbourhood, but it’s so much more than a queer neighbourhood.
I think there’s a big element of that, but I’d say it’s artistic, it’s inclusive, it’s ethnically
diverse as well more than queer, but it’s queerer for sure. (Samuel, Francophone, man, gay,
26 years)

Diversity and respect for diversity—often represented by the presence of the Hasidic
Jewish community that occupies the streets in the western portion of Mile End—
was a neighbourhood characteristic valued by the participants. As the urban studies
literature on gentrification suggests, Queer Mile Enders share this urban ideal with
other members of the new urban middle-class in inner-city areas of the urban West
(e.g. Brown-Saracino 2009; De Oliver 2016; Tissot 2014; Zukin 2008).

While ethno-cultural, socio-economic and sexual diversity signaled “inclusion”
in Mile End, the presence of other overlapping alternative youth cultures was also
definitive of its queer potential. Participants often pointed out that they were not
the neighborhood’s only youth subculture and that the boundaries between queer,
hipster and creative youth subcultures was not always clear. As Dvora pointed out,
the queer aesthetic has been “… adopted by non-queer people... so you can’t always
tell. So, like the line between queerness and hipness is like blurry…” (Dvora, Anglo-
phone, genderqueer, queer, 23 years).Many others noted that the boundaries between
hipsters and queers were blurred rendering all young people in Mile End as queer.
As Nancy remarked:

I think everyone in theMile End gets read as queer. I think it’s interesting, but I also think it’s
a bit much. Because, you know, the hipster aesthetic, the queer aesthetic, one can always get
them confused you know. So, I think people get read as queer, but maybe you don’t identify
that way. So, I think there’s a hypervisibility that’s not real. (Nancy, Allophone, woman,
queer, 26 years)

Nancy described this hypervisibility as an illusion that perhaps made the Mile End
appear more queer-friendly than its reality. But many participants ascribed advan-
tages to inhabiting spaces where the boundaries between queer and non-queer young
adults were fluid. Some noted that because the sexual identity of hipster men was
ambiguous, their presence could evacuate the area of the hegemonic norms of
masculinity that might exist elsewhere. Moreover, young hipster men, even if hetero-
sexual, were interpreted as being always-already progressive because of their youth.
According to Adrienne: “You know, I feel like people who seek the Mile End are
people who want to belong to this scene that is progressive and not the old way”.
According to her, one aspect of this progressivism was that in the beginning “…
hipster men … they like probably looked gay” (Adrienne, Anglophone, woman,
queer, 23 years). Therefore, the disruptions in mainstream masculinity signaled by
the male hipster aesthetic marked Mile End as a non-heteronormative area. Partici-
pants also perceived that sexual diversity was not an issue for other people of their
generation. Therefore, sharing the neighbourhood with other “progressive” young
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adults further rendered Mile End more welcoming for young queers. As an example,
Archibald said that he liked it “… because Mile End is not like a defined gay neigh-
bourhood at all, in the way that the Gay Village is a gay neighbourhood… but there’s
a lot of young gay people, and just kind of very young accepting people, who aren’t
gay of course there” (Archibald, Anglophone, man, gay, 25 years).

At the heart of this argument is the idea that sharing space with hipsters serves to
disrupt heterosexual norms and to recode the area’s spaces as progressive, creative
and open. This blurring of the embodied aesthetics of young populations was accom-
panied by a sexual indeterminacy surrounding the neighborhood’s public and semi-
public spaces. Jake found it difficult to distinguish between queer and hipster spaces:
“It’s like a bit of a hipster neighbourhood.Whether it’s queer…? I think there’s a lot of
queer events that happen there, but I think there’s like a lot of venues generally there,
but whether they’re like queer or not, you know?” (Jake, Anglophone, transmascu-
line, bisexual, 26 years). Violet said, “…what’s unique aboutMile End is that there’s
a bunch of places that are not explicitly queer but have a ton of queer staff working
there that queer people feel comfortable going” (Violet, Anglophone, woman, queer,
28 years). These included bars, restaurants and cafés that were owned by queers or
places she described as being, “…maybe not queer-owned, but queer-populated”. In
its less visible and subtle queer presence and its patterns of integration across sexual
differences, Mile End is represented as an archetypal queer-friendly neighbourhood
(Gorman-Murray and Waitt 2009). Its version of LGBTQ urbanism is also distinct
from that of the Village. Jaimie, for example, described her understanding of this
version of urbanism: “I think that the idea of space in theMile End for queers is more
like inhabiting and not needing to necessarily identity-label yourself or like only be
associating with gays or lesbians or whatever” (Jaimie, Anglophone, woman, queer,
29 years). For her, queer urbanism inMile End was “Less rainbow flags kind of style
and like being able to live more of an integrated daily life” (Jaimie, Anglophone,
woman, queer, 29 years).

13.5 Conclusion

This chapter extends the portrait of LGBTQ neighbourhoods forming outside of
gay villages and underscores the specific generational shifts that Montréal’s queer
Mile End represented in the early 2010s. Since that time, the neighbourhood has
been evacuated of its queer subcultures and businesses as gentrification has driven
them northwards into adjacent neighbourhoods. However, for a time, another form
of LGBTQ urbanism emerged here that was distinctly queer within Montréal and
contrasted with the territorial ideal and gender binary identities of Montréal’s gay
village. Primarily inhabited by Anglo young adults from middle and upper-middle-
class families, the version of LGBTQ urbanism that Mile End represents is based
in ideals of inclusion regarding sexual identity and more complex understandings
of gender beyond sex binaries. These ideals of community and identity translate
into a form of urbanism that celebrates non-commercial understandings of LGBTQ
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community, exceeding gender and sexual identity, and an overlapping with other
youth subcultures laid upon the backdrop of Mile End’s ethno-cultural diversity.
This form of LGBTQ urbanism is distinct fromwith the late-twentieth century ethnic
enclave as a model that territorializes LGBTQ identities and practices in gay villages
(Nash 2006; Ghaziani 2019).

While unique within Montréal, queer Mile End’s urbanism parallels many of the
observations in the urban studies literature on the changing geographies of the queer
city, but it also challenges them. Confirming Ghaziani’s (2019: 12) argument that
the city’s many LGBTQ cultural archipelagos “exist in a productive tension with
gay spaces like the gayborhood”, queer Mile End is not unrelated to Montréal’s gay
village. Rather, distinction among queer Mile Enders is acquired through a “with-in
group”, class-based, generational contrast with the city’s more touristic, commer-
cial, accessible and mainstream LGBTQ space. But the example of queer Mile End
also indicates that the boundaries between the two are harder than the more fluid
vision Ghaziani (2019) has for the islands of the archipelago. This aspect of the
production of queer identities in Mile End suggests that much more attention should
be paid to the boundaries surrounding “queer-friendly” neighbourhoods. As Giraud
(2012) argues, queer Mile End is much less accessible than Montréal’s gay village
for young people of other social classes. Social class and other factors (in this case
language) create an “ambient community” signaling shared values from which to
build cross-subcultural and generational commonalities beyond gender and sexuality.
Queer Mile Enders ultimately felt greater affinity for other Mile End youth subcul-
tures than they did for LGBTQ subcultures elsewhere. Following their class-based
habitus, they embracedmany of the principles of “hipster urbanism” (rejectingmain-
stream consumption, celebrating neighbourhood authenticity and cosmopolitanism,
and surrounding themselves by cultural production) (Cowen 2006; Le Grand 2018;
Hubbard 2016) rather than the sexual identarianism and communitarianism that once
made the gay village. While not conclusive, these findings suggest that much greater
attention to alternate neighbourhood formation processes is needed to capture the
contemporary reshaping of the queer city after the gay village.
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